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Abstract We present in this paper the MPEG-7 Query1

Language (MP7QL), a powerful query language that we have2

developed for querying MPEG-7 descriptions, as well as its3

compatible Filtering and Search Preferences (FASP) model.4

The MP7QL has the MPEG-7 as data model and allows5

for querying every aspect of an MPEG-7 multimedia con-6

tent description. It allows the users to express the conditions7

that should hold for the multimedia content returned to them8

regarding semantics, low-level visual features and media-9

related aspects. The MP7QL queries may utilize the users’10

FASP and Usage History as context, thus allowing for per-11

sonalized multimedia content retrieval. The FASP model sup-12

ported is compatible with the MP7QL and has the model of13

the standard MPEG-7 FASPs as a special case. The proposed14

FASPs essentially are MP7QL queries. Both the MP7QL15

and its compatible FASP model allow for the exploitation16

of domain knowledge encoded using pure MPEG-7 con-17

structs. In addition, they allow the explicit specification of18

boolean operators and/or preference values in order to allow19

both the combination of the query conditions according to20

the user intentions and the expression of the importance of21

the individual conditions for the users. The MP7QL query22

results are represented as MPEG-7 documents, guaranteeing23
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the closure of the results within the MPEG-7 space. The 24

MP7QL and the FASP model have been expressed using 25

both XML Schema and OWL syntax. An implementation 26

of the MP7QL, on top of an XML Native Database is cur- 27

rently in progress. A real world-world evaluation study on 28

the expressive power of the MP7QL shows that it covers 29

both general purpose and domain specific requirements in 30

multimedia content retrieval. 31

Keywords MPEG-7 ·MP7QL · Semantic retrieval and 32

filtering · Personalization · Context-based queries 33

1 Introduction 34

An open multimedia consumption environment has been 35

recently formed, due to three major reasons: (a) the develop- 36

ment of digital multimedia content services that offer high 37

content quality, advanced interaction capabilities, media per- 38

sonalization and adaptation according to the user prefer- 39

ences and access conditions; (b) the emergence of advanced 40

network infrastructures that allow for the fast, efficient and 41

reliable transmission of multimedia content; and (c) the avail- 42

ability and affordability of consumer electronic devices that 43

allow the consumption and management of multimedia con- 44

tent like, for example, MP3 recordable players, digital cam- 45

eras, DV camcorders and well-integrated smart phones. The 46

users of such an open environment want the services provided 47

by different vendors to interoperate. Such interoperation is 48

achieved, at the syntactic level, through the adoption of stan- 49

dards. 50

The dominant standard in multimedia content description 51

is the MPEG-7 [24]. MPEG-7 allows the description of (seg- 52

ments of) multimedia objects (i.e. images, audio and video) in 53

terms of media information (including media format, quality 54
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etc.), creation information (including title, creators, subject,55

related material etc.), structure, usage information (including56

rights, availability etc.), textual annotations, media seman-57

tics, matching hints for associating the media with audio and58

visual descriptors, the importance of the multimedia content59

from specific points of view, the relations of the multimedia60

content with other media and metadata items and the low-61

level visual and audio features of the multimedia content.62

In addition to the syntactic interoperation, which is63

achieved through the use of well-accepted standards, seman-64

tic interoperation is also needed for providing efficient65

retrieval and filtering services. The semantic interoperation is66

typically achieved through the integration of domain knowl-67

edge, which is usually expressed in the form of domain on-68

tologies. The domain knowledge is subsequently utilized for69

supporting semantic retrieval and filtering [26,29] and has70

been shown to enhance the retrieval precision [28]. It is also71

used for providing semantically personalized services. The72

semantic personalization is built on top of semantic user pref-73

erence descriptions, which are used as content-related con-74

text during both retrieval (where the user preferences will be75

used in order to expand and/or disambiguate the user que-76

ries) and filtering (where the user preferences will be used as77

continuous queries that select the content to be returned to78

the user).79

We have shown, in our previous research [27], that domain80

knowledge, in the form of domain ontologies, can be81

expressed using MPEG-7 constructs and integrated in the82

MPEG-7 semantic descriptions. The rich information cap-83

tured in the MPEG-7 descriptions allows providing powerful84

retrieval and filtering capabilities on top of them.85

Several research groups have been working on MPEG-786

(semantic, content and text) based multimedia content87

retrieval and filtering. The major limitation of these88

approaches is that each of them treats some aspects of the89

MPEG-7 based retrieval and filtering, but they do not pro-90

vide a uniform and transparent MPEG-7 retrieval and filtering91

framework.92

The proposals for uniform and transparent MPEG-793

retrieval and filtering support were either the use of plain94

XQuery [23] or the use of the existing MPEG-7 Filtering95

and Search Preferences (FASP) for MPEG-7 based multi-96

media content retrieval and filtering. Both these approaches97

do not exploit successfully the different MPEG-7 metadata98

description elements: the XQuery does not take into account99

the peculiarities of the MPEG-7 description elements and100

the MPEG-7 FASPs do not cover all the MPEG-7 descrip-101

tion elements. This is an important limitation, as among the102

elements that are not exploited successfully are the semantic103

description elements, on top of which the semantic retrieval,104

filtering and personalization can be built. In addition, the105

MPEG-7 FASPs do not allow the explicit specification of106

boolean operators (that allow the accurate combination of107

the query conditions according to the user intentions), while 108

the XQuery does not allow the explicit specification of pref- 109

erence values (that allow expressing the importance of the 110

individual conditions for the users). 111

In order to overcome the limitations of the existing 112

approaches, a query language for querying MPEG-7 descrip- 113

tions is needed, with clear, MPEG-7 specific semantics 114

(instead of the generic semantics of the XQuery). These 115

semantics will allow the optimizers to effectively perform 116

consistency checking and first-level optimization. In response 117

to this need, the International Organization for Standardiza- 118

tion (ISO) has recently issued the MPEG-7 Query Format 119

Requirements [15], in order to guide the MPEG-7 query for- 120

mat standardization. 121

We present in this paper the MPEG-7 Query Language 122

(MP7QL), a powerful query language that we have devel- 123

oped for querying MPEG-7 descriptions. The MP7QL has 124

the MPEG-7 as data model and satisfies the ISO MPEG-7 125

Query Format Requirements [15]. It allows for querying 126

every aspect of an MPEG-7 multimedia content description, 127

including semantics, low-level visual features and media- 128

related aspects. It also allows for the exploitation of domain 129

knowledge encoded using pure MPEG-7 constructs. In addi- 130

tion, the MP7QL allows the explicit specification of boolean 131

operators and/or preference values. The MP7QL queries may 132

utilize the user preferences and the usage history as context, 133

thus allowing for personalized multimedia content retrieval 134

and filtering. The MP7QL FASP model allows expressing fil- 135

tering and search preferences on every aspect of the MPEG-7 136

multimedia content descriptions. The MP7QL FASP model 137

has the standard MPEG-7 FASPs as a special case, and, at 138

the same time, extends our previous research for supporting 139

semantic user preferences for multimedia content consump- 140

tion [26]. The MP7QL query output has the form of MPEG-7 141

documents where the query results are represented as parts of 142

standard MPEG-7 collections, guaranteeing that the MP7QL 143

language has the closure property [5]. This allows the results 144

of the query language expressions to be able to be stored as 145

new MPEG-7 descriptions, and to be reused by the query 146

language in a recursive manner. 147

The aforementioned features show that the MP7QL and 148

its compatible FASP model overcome the limitations of the 149

existing approaches for uniform and transparent MPEG-7 150

retrieval and filtering. In particular, they allow the exploita- 151

tion of all the elements of the MPEG-7 descriptions. In par- 152

ticular, through the exploitation of the semantic elements, 153

they can effectively support semantic retrieval, filtering and 154

personalization. In addition, they allow the accurate expres- 155

sion of the end-user conditions through the explicit specifi- 156

cation of both boolean operators and preference values. A 157

real world-world evaluation study on the expressive power 158

of the MP7QL shows that it covers both general purpose and 159

domain specific requirements in multimedia content retrieval. 160
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The MP7QL has been expressed using both XML Schema161

[7] and OWL [20] syntax. The implementation of the MP7QL162

is in progress, on top of an XML native database accessed163

by XQuery.164

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in Sect. 2,165

an overview of the MPEG-7 standard is provided, focus-166

ing on MPEG-7 based multimedia content description and167

on the MPEG-7 FASP model. Related work is presented in168

Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we describe the input format of the MP7QL169

query language, in Sect. 5 we describe the output format of170

the MP7QL query language and in Sect. 6 we describe the171

MP7QL FASP model. We present how the MP7QL query172

language and its compatible FASP model can be used in sev-173

eral contexts as well as a real world-world evaluation study of174

their expressive power in Sect. 7 and we conclude in Sect. 8,175

where our future research directions are also outlined.176

2 Overview of the multimedia content description177

interface (MPEG-7)178

We provide in this section an overview of the MPEG-7 stan-179

dard for multimedia content description. The MPEG-7 con-180

structs are defined using the MPEG-7 Description Tools,181

which are expressed in XML Schema syntax.182

The MPEG-7 description tools are the Descriptors, the183

Description Schemes and the Classification Schemes.184

A Descriptor (D) represents a multimedia feature and defines185

the syntax and the semantics of the feature representation. A186

Description Scheme (DS) provides descriptive information187

and specifies the structure and the semantics of the relation-188

ships between its components, which may be both Descrip-189

tors and Description Schemes. A Classification Scheme (CS)190

essentially is a thesaurus comprised of term hierarchies.191

In the rest of the section, we will present the multimedia192

content description capabilities of the MPEG-7 in Sect. 2.1193

and the MPEG-7 FASPs in subsection 2.2.194

2.1 MPEG-7 based multimedia content description195

In this subsection, we describe the multimedia content196

description capabilities of the MPEG-7. The MPEG-7 mul-197

timedia content descriptions are represented as instances of198

the subtypes of the abstract type MultimediaContentType.199

The subtypes of MultimediaContentType allow the descrip-200

tion of all the classes of multimedia objects and are shown201

in Table 1.202

An MPEG-7 multimedia content description consists of203

the following description units:204

• The Media Information, which is captured in one205

of the MediaInformation, MediaInformationRef and

Table 1 The subtypes of MultimediaContentType

Type name Description type

ImageType Image Content Description

VideoType Video Content Description

AudioType Audio Content Description

AudioVisualType Audiovisual Content Description

MultimediaType Multimedia Content Description

SignalType Signal Content Description

AnalyticEditedVideoType Analytic Content Description

InkContentType Ink Content Description

MultimediaCollectionType Multimedia Collection Description

MediaLocator elements. The media information includes 206

the unique identification of the media object and its loca- 207

tor, as well as media-related information (including 208

media format, quality etc.). 209

• The Creation Information, which is captured in one 210

of the CreationInformation and CreationInformationRef 211

elements. The creation information consists of informa- 212

tion about the media object creation (including title, 213

creators, abstract etc.), classification (including genre, 214

subject, language etc.) as well as information about 215

related material. 216

• The Textual Annotation, which is captured in the TextAn- 217

notation element and consists of the following elements, 218

each of which may occur arbitrary times: 219

220

(a) the FreeTextAnnotation element, which represents 221

free text annotations; 222

(b) the StructuredAnnotation element, which represents 223

structured textual annotations in terms of who (peo- 224

ple and animals), what object, what action, where 225

(places), when (time), why (purpose) and how; 226

(c) the KeywordAnnotation element, which represents 227

keyword annotations; and 228

(d) the DependencyStructure element, which represents 229

textual annotations with a syntactic parse based on 230

dependency structures. 231

232

• The Structural Information, which is captured in the 233

StructuralUnit element and describes the role of the cur- 234

rent multimedia object (segment) within the information 235

context. Thus, the StructuralUnit may take values like 236

“scene”, “shot”, “story” etc. 237

• The Usage Information, which is captured in one of the 238

UsageInformation and UsageInformationRef elements. 239

The usage information consists of information about the 240

rights associated with the multimedia object, its financial 241

results, its availability and its usage record. 242

• Information regarding the importance of the multimedia 243

content from specific points of view. This information is 244

captured in the PointOfView element. 245
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Table 2 The Relationship
Classification Schemes

Classification scheme name Relationship types

BaseRelation CS Basic relationship types (equals, inside, covers, overlaps, touches, refines etc.).

GraphRelation CS Graph node relationship types (identity, equivalent etc.).

SpatialRelation CS Spatial relationship types (over, below, south, northwest, above etc.).

TemporalRelation CS Temporal relationship types (precedes, follows, meets, during, contains etc.).

SemanticRelation CS Semantic relationship types (shows, agent, causer, experiencer etc.).

Table 3 The subtypes of
SemanticBaseType Type name Description

SemanticType Concrete type used for the description of collections of semantic entities

AgentObjectType Concrete type used for the description of the actors that appear in a multimedia object.
The actors are specified in the Agent element of AgentObjectType. Actors in gen-
eral are represented using the subtypes of the abstract type AgentType. PersonType,
OrganizationType and PersonGroupType are the subtypes of AgentType and are used
for the representation of persons, organisations and groups of persons respectively.

ObjectType Concrete type used for the description of objects and object abstractions in the mate-
rial world.

EventType Concrete type used for the description of events that take place in a semantic world.

ConceptType Concrete type used for the description of concepts present in an audiovisual segment.

SemanticStateType Concrete type used for the description of a state of the world described in an audio-
visual segment and the parametric description of its features.

SemanticPlaceType Concrete type used for the description of a place in a semantic world.

SemanticTimeType Concrete type used for the description of semantic time.

• The Relationships of the multimedia content with other246

media or metadata items as well as the relationships of the247

semantic entities describing the multimedia content. This248

information is captured in the Relation element, which249

associates the media object descriptions with instances250

of the RelationType that represent relationships. A rela-251

tionship may be directed or undirected and features a252

relationship type, the target and the source of the rela-253

tionship and the strength of the relationship. The stan-254

dardised MPEG-7 relationship types are more than 100255

and are classified in the classification schemes shown in256

Table 2.257

• The Matching Hints, captured in the MatchingHint ele-258

ment, which allow expressing the criteria for matching259

the multimedia content with low-level audio and visual260

descriptors.261

• The Semantic Annotation, captured in the Semantic ele-262

ment, where a set of semantic entities describing the mul-263

timedia content are defined or referenced. The semantic264

entities are instances of the subtypes of the abstract type265

SemanticBaseType, which represent semantic entities of266

specific types in a narrative world (see Table 3). The267

AbstractionLevel element of the SemanticBaseType spec-268

ifies if a semantic entity is abstract or concrete.269

• The low-level Visual and Audio features of the multime-270

dia objects that have a visual and/or audio component.271

The visual features are captured in the VisualDescrip- 272

tor and the VisualDescriptionScheme elements using, 273

respectively, visual descriptors and visual description 274

schemes defined in [11] and the audio features are cap- 275

tured in the AudioDescriptor and the AudioDescription- 276

Scheme elements using audio descriptors and audio 277

description schemes defined in [12]. The descriptors that 278

represent the temporal order of the visual features of 279

moving regions structured according to the description 280

schemes defined in [11] are captured in the VisualTime- 281

SeriesDescriptor element. 282

The semantic multimedia content description capabilities of 283

MPEG-7 are general purpose and do not support directly the 284

integration of domain knowledge expressed in the form of 285

domain ontologies. As a consequence, the domain-specific 286

information is captured in the textual parts of the semantic 287

entities (e.g. in labels or textual definitions). For example, a 288

soccer field would be represented as a semantic place with 289

the keyword phrase “soccer field” in its label or its definition. 290

This way, false drops may occur if some semantic entities 291

have, by chance, some keywords in their textual parts (for 292

example, if the phrase “next to the soccer field” exists in the 293

definition of a neighbouring shop). 294

A methodology for the systematic integration, in MPEG-7 295

semantic descriptions, of domain knowledge expressed using 296
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pure MPEG-7 constructs (i.e. abstract semantic entities and297

the MPEG-7 relationships generalizes/specializes, exempli-298

fies/exemplifiedBy and property/propertyOf) has been299

described in [27]. Using this methodology, the soccer fields300

are related with relationships of type exemplifies with an301

abstract semantic entity that represents the class of all the302

soccer fields and the abstract semantic entity is related with303

relationships of type exemplifiedBy with every soccer field.304

2.2 The MPEG-7 filtering and search preferences (FASP)305

The MPEG-7 allows the users to express their preferences306

regarding multimedia content retrieval and filtering. This307

is achieved with the FilteringAndSearchPreferences (FASP)308

element of the MPEG-7 user preferences, which are defined309

in the MPEG-7 MDS [13] and are presented here. A FASP310

element is decomposed in the following sets of sub-elements:311

• A set of CreationPreferences elements, which describe312

the user preferences regarding multimedia content crea-313

tion.314

• A set of ClassificationPreferences elements, which315

describe the user preferences regarding the multimedia316

content classification attributes.317

• A set of SourcePreferences elements, which describe318

the user preferences regarding the multimedia content319

source.320

• A set of PreferenceCondition elements, which describe,321

in terms of time and place, the usage conditions for the322

current FASP description.323

• A set of FASP elements, which describe the sub-prefer-324

ences of the current element, thus allowing the definition325

of FASP preference hierarchies.326

The above elements and their sub-elements have the pref-327

erenceValue attribute, which allows the users to state which328

query conditions are more important for them. Notice that329

the MPEG-7 FASPs do not allow the explicit specification of330

boolean operators. In addition, they do not include elements331

that allow the users to express their preferences regarding the332

multimedia content semantics and the low-level features of333

the multimedia content. Thus, their expressive power is very334

limited, as they cannot support semantic retrieval, filtering335

and personalization.336

3 Related work337

In this section, we present the research in MPEG-7 based338

multimedia content retrieval, filtering and multimedia con-339

tent service personalization that is relevant with the MP7QL.340

We have shown, in Sect. 2, that the MPEG-7 allows the341

creation of rich multimedia content descriptions that provide342

information on several aspects of the multimedia content. 343

Such descriptions allow the support of powerful retrieval and 344

filtering functionality on top of them. Several research groups 345

have been working on MPEG-7 based multimedia content 346

retrieval and filtering, usually exploiting different elements 347

of the MPEG-7 descriptions. These research efforts can be 348

classified in three categories: 349

• Systems that exploit the Visual [11] and/or Audio [12] 350

MPEG-7 Descriptors for content-based (low-level fea- 351

ture based) multimedia content retrieval [3,4,6]. Such 352

systems support similarity queries of the form “give me 353

video segments that contain a region similar to this in 354

one of their frames”. 355

• Systems that utilize the textual annotations and/or the 356

elements that describe the media related features of the 357

MPEG-7 descriptors [8,22,25,30] for multimedia con- 358

tent retrieval and filtering support. Such systems support 359

queries of the form “give me MPEG-2 video segments 360

created by the Eurosport that contain in any of their ele- 361

ments the keywords ‘Italy’, ‘France’ and ‘goal”’. 362

• Systems that utilize the semantic metadata descriptions 363

formed according to the Semantic DS of the MPEG-7 364

Multimedia Description Schemes (MDS) [13] in order 365

to provide semantic-based multimedia content retrieval 366

and filtering support [1,9,26,27]. Such systems support 367

queries of the form “give me video segments that contain 368

goals of France against Italy”. 369

The major limitation of the above systems is that they treat 370

some aspects of the MPEG-7 based retrieval and filtering, 371

but they do not provide a uniform and transparent MPEG-7 372

retrieval and filtering framework and cannot support queries 373

that combine conditions on textual, media related, seman- 374

tic and low-level features. Thus, none of these systems can 375

answer queries like “give me the MPEG-2 video segments 376

created by the Eurosport that contain goals of France against 377

Italy and contain a region similar to this in one of their 378

frames” (the image region given as an example may be the 379

face of a player). 380

A first research effort for the establishment of a uniform 381

and transparent MPEG-7 retrieval and filtering framework 382

was the use of plain XQuery [23] on top of an XML repository 383

for MPEG-7 based multimedia content retrieval [19]. This 384

system does not make use of domain knowledge. The major 385

limitation of this approach is that it does not take into account 386

the following peculiarities of the MPEG-7 description ele- 387

ments: (a) the MPEG-7 semantic model is expressed in an 388

involved way; (b) the domain knowledge integrated in the 389

semantic MPEG-7 descriptions is expressed in the document 390

level; and (c) the low-level visual and audio features should 391

be evaluated using specialized functions. As a consequence, 392

these elements cannot be successfully exploited if they are 393
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accessed in the same way with the textual and the media-394

related elements of the MPEG-7 metadata descriptions.395

These limitations make it difficult for the average user to396

express, using plain XQuery, semantic and content-based397

queries and even more difficult to combine such query con-398

ditions with textual and media-related query conditions. In399

addition, XQuery does not support queries with preference400

values to allow the users to state which query conditions are401

more important for them.402

Another approach is to use the existing MPEG-7 filter-403

ing and search preferences (FASP) as (instant or continuous)404

queries that allow multimedia content filtering and retrieval.405

The MPEG-7 FASPs are very limited in their power, target-406

ing to model preference hierarchies (not complex queries or407

filtering requests), and in particular preference hierarchies408

related to user interests in movies. The limitations of this409

approach are the following: (a) several MPEG-7 descrip-410

tion elements are not present in the MPEG-7 FASPs. The411

most important among these elements are the semantic ele-412

ments and the low-level visual and audio features; and (b) the413

boolean operators AND/OR/NOT cannot be explicitly spec-414

ified in the MPEG-7 FASPs. These limitations do not allow415

the expression of queries for every aspect of the MPEG-7416

descriptions. In addition, due to the lack of domain-specific417

semantic support, they can support neither semantic multi-418

media content retrieval and filtering nor semantic multimedia419

content service personalization (beyond the movie domain).420

Proposals for the extension of the MPEG-7 FASPs with421

semantic elements expressed using the constructs of the422

MPEG-7 Semantic DS have been presented in [2,26]. The423

model presented in [26] also allows the explicit specification424

of boolean operators. These efforts are in the right direction,425

but they do not cover all the description elements missing426

from the MPEG-7 FASPs.427

In order to overcome the limitations of the existing428

approaches, a language for querying MPEG-7 descriptions is429

needed, with clear, MPEG-7 specific semantics. The MP7QL,430

which is presented in the rest of this paper, satisfies this431

requirement, as it has the MPEG-7 as data model and allows432

the explicit specification of both boolean operators and pref-433

erence values. Having the MPEG-7 as data model allows the434

MP7QL to express complex queries that combine different435

types of conditions.436

4 The input format of the MP7QL query language437

We present in this section the input format of the MP7QL438

query language that allows querying MPEG-7 descriptions.439

The input format of the MP7QL allows querying every aspect440

of an MPEG-7 multimedia object description. The MP7QL441

queries may utilize the user preferences and the usage history442

Fig. 1 The MP7QL query type hierarchy

as context, thus allowing for personalized multimedia con- 443

tent retrieval. 444

The rest of this section is structured as follows: In Sect. 4.1 445

we describe the MP7QL query, which is the fundamental 446

MP7QL construct. In Sect. 4.2 we present the MP7QL query 447

conditions, which are defined in the context of the MP7QL 448

query specifications. 449

4.1 MP7QL queries 450

In this subsection, we present the structure and the seman- 451

tics of the MP7QL queries. The MP7QL queries are rep- 452

resented by the MPEG7QueryType abstract type. MP7QL 453

allows the explicit specification of boolean operators and 454

preference values for the MP7QL query elements. Three 455

subtypes of MPEG7QueryType have been defined for the 456

representation of all the possible types of queries: (a) the 457

WeightedMPEG7QueryType, which represents queries with 458

explicit preference values. The preference values are integers 459

in the range [−100, 100], with default value 10. The type 460

and the range of the preference values are compatible with 461

the preference values used in the MPEG-7 FASPs and the 462

default value is the same with the default value of the prefer- 463

ence values of the MPEG-7 FASPs; (b) the BooleanMPEG7 464

QueryType, which represents queries with explicit boolean 465

operators (AND/OR/XOR/NOT); and (c) the Boolean- 466

WeightedMPEG7QueryType, which represents queries with 467

explicit preference values and boolean operators. The 468

MP7QL query type hierarchy is depicted in Fig. 1 (the shad- 469

ing of the root node expresses that the MPEG7QueryType 470

type is abstract). 471

An MP7QL query has a SELECT-FROM-WHERE syntax 472

and is formally described using the regular expression syntax 473

of (1). As shown in (1), all the MP7QL query elements are 474

optional. This way, empty queries that allow browsing the 475

multimedia repository contents are supported. 476

Q = [Select][From][Where][OrderBy][GroupBy] (1) 477

The Select element of an MP7QL query allows the specifica- 478

tion of the elements and/or attributes of the MPEG-7 descrip- 479

tions that will be returned in the query results. If the Select 480

element is not present in an MP7QL query, the query results 481

will be formed in the default way (see Sect. 5 for details about 482

the query results). The Select element of an MP7QL query 483
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is formally described using the regular expression syntax484

of (2).485

Select = Item* [format][transformationRules]486

[maxItems][num Of PageItems]487

[page][timeLimit] (2)488

The Item elements of Select represent, in the form of XPath489

expressions, the elements and/or attributes of the MPEG-7490

descriptions that should be returned for each of the query491

results. The format attribute represents the URI of the file,492

where the structure of the output display format (that is, the493

format in which the query results will be displayed in the494

user’s terminal device) is specified and has as default value495

the URI of the default query output format. The transfor-496

mationRules attribute represents the URI of the XSL style-497

sheet [18] that should be applied in the standard MP7QL498

output in order to be presented according to a different for-499

mat. The maxItems attribute represents the maximum number500

of the query results that will be returned to the user and has501

“unbounded” as default value. The numOfPageItems attri-502

bute represents the number of the query results that will be503

displayed in each result page and has 10 as default value.504

The timeLimit attribute represents the time limit in seconds505

until which the query must be replied and has 300 as default506

value. The page attribute specifies which result page should507

be returned to the user and has 1 as default value.508

The From element of an MP7QL query allows the spec-509

ification of the search domain through the selection of the510

type(s) of the MPEG-7 descriptions on which the query will511

be posed and is formally described using the regular expres-512

sion syntax of (3).513

From = FromItem* (3)514

The FromItem elements of From may take predefined string515

values that specify the type(s) of the MPEG-7 descriptions516

on which the query will be posed. The search domain may517

be multimedia content descriptions of one or more types (for518

example, “give me the images where Marques is shown”),519

the semantic entities that satisfy specific criteria and can be520

used for the reusable semantic descriptions of multimedia521

content (for example, “give me the players affiliated to the522

soccer team Barcelona”) or the domain ontology constructs523

expressed using MPEG-7 syntax (for example, “give me the524

subclasses of the SoccerPlayer class”). The allowed values525

of the FromItem elements of From are: (a) all the multimedia526

content entity names shown in Table 1; (b) “AllMultimedi-527

aDescriptions”, which is the default value and states that the528

search domain includes all the multimedia content descrip-529

tions, independent of their type; (c) “SemanticEntityDefini-530

tion”, which states that the search domain includes all the531

reusable semantic entities; and (d) “Ontology”, which states532

that the search domain includes all the domain ontology con- 533

structs expressed using MPEG-7 syntax. 534

The OrderBy element of an MP7QL query allows the 535

specification of the criteria for ordering the result set and 536

is formally described using the regular expression syntax 537

of (4). 538

OrderBy = Criterion* (4) 539

The Criterion elements of OrderBy represent ordering crite- 540

ria and are formally described using the regular expression 541

syntax of (5). 542

Criterion = Item [priority][order] (5) 543

The Item element of Criterion represents, in the form of an 544

XPath expression, an element or an attribute of the MPEG-7 545

descriptions, on which the ordering will be based. The prior- 546

ity attribute represents the priority of the element/attribute in 547

ordering and has 0 as default value. The order attribute rep- 548

resents the type (ascending or descending) of the ordering 549

based on the current element/attribute and has “ascending” 550

as default value. 551

The GroupBy element of an MP7QL query allows the 552

specification of the attribute or element that will be used 553

for grouping the query results. The GroupBy element has the 554

form of an XPath expression that describes the attribute or 555

the element of the query results on which the grouping will 556

be based. 557

The Where element of an MP7QL query allows the expres- 558

sion of the query conditions set by the user. The structure of 559

the Where element is different for the different types of the 560

MP7QL queries. In particular: 561

1. The Where element of an MP7QL query with explicit 562

preference values (WWhere) is formally described using 563

the regular expression syntax of (6). 564

WWhere = (WQS pv)* (6) 565

pv is an explicit preference value and WQS is a query 566

specification with explicit preference values (formally 567

described in (10)). The query specification represents 568

the query conditions set by the user. 569

2. The Where element of an MP7QL query with explicit 570

boolean operators (BWhere) is formally described using 571

the regular expression syntax of (7). 572

BWhere 573

= BQS[NOT] ((AND | OR | XOR) BQS [NOT])* 574

(7) 575

BQS is a query specification with explicit boolean oper- 576

ators (formally described in (14)). 577
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Fig. 2 The type hierarchy of
the MP7QL query specifications

3. The Where element of an MP7QL query with explicit578

preference values and boolean operators (BWWhere) is579

formally described using the regular expression syntax580

of (8).581

BWWhere582

= BWQS pv ((AND | OR | XOR) BWQS pv)* (8)583

BWQS is a query specification with explicitly speci-584

fied preference values and boolean operators (formally585

described in (19)).586

A detailed discussion on the MP7QL query specifications is587

provided in Sect. 4.2.588

4.2 MP7QL query specifications589

We present in this subsection the MP7QL query specifica-590

tions, which contain the query conditions specified by the591

users.592

The MP7QL query specifications are represented by the593

abstract type MPEG7QuerySpecificationType, which is spe-594

cialized according to the presence/absence of explicit bool-595

ean operators and/or preference values as shown in Fig. 2:596

the WeightedQuerySpecificationType represents query spec-597

ifications with explicit preference values, the BooleanQuery-598

SpecificationType represents query specifications with599

explicit boolean operators and the BooleanWeightedQuery-600

SpecificationType represents query specifications with601

explicit boolean operators and preference values. Accord-602

ing to Fig. 2, these types of query specifications are abstract603

and are further specialized into concrete types that represent604

filtering and search preferences (WeightedFilteringAnd-605

SearchPreferencesType, BooleanFilteringAndSearchPrefer-606

encesType and BooleanWeightedFilteringAndSearchPrefer-607

encesType respectively) and query specifications that allow608

the use of a query context during query evaluation (Weighted-609

ContextQuerySpecificationType, BooleanContextQuerySpe-610

cificationType and BooleanWeightedContextQuerySpecifica-611

tionType respectively). The query context is either the FASP612

and the Usage History of the user or a set of ad-hoc query 613

specifications that represent the user preferences for this 614

query specification. 615

The query specifications have been designed to allow 616

expressing conditions on every aspect of a multimedia object 617

that has been described using MPEG-7, so that the MP7QL 618

may be used for querying any MPEG-7 multimedia object 619

description. Thus, every element of an MPEG-7 multimedia 620

object description has a corresponding query specification 621

element in the MP7QL query specifications. The correspond- 622

ing query specification element is used to impose conditions 623

on the values of the MPEG-7 element, which conditions 624

should hold for the segments retrieved. In order to satisfy 625

the requirement of the MPEG-7 Query Format Requirements 626

[15] stating that the existing MPEG-7 FASPs should be valid 627

query specifications, we decided to use the same naming and 628

typing scheme with the MPEG-7 FASPs for all the elements 629

that exist in the MPEG-7 FASPs. The rest of the MP7QL 630

query specification elements (except from the elements used 631

for “query-by-example” support) follow the naming and typ- 632

ing scheme of the MPEG-7 multimedia object descriptions. 633

The MP7QL query specifications include the (optional) ele- 634

ments shown in Table 4. 635

The ordering and string comparison operators applied on 636

the elements of the MP7QL query specifications may be 637

explicitly specified and may take the values shown in Tables 5 638

and Table 6, respectively. 639

Variables are provided in MP7QL, in order to support 640

joins on the conditions about the features of the MPEG-7 641

descriptions. From a syntactic point of view, a variable is an 642

identifier that begins with the “$” character. 643

The MP7QL input query format has been expressed using 644

both XML Schema syntax and OWL syntax.1 An implemen- 645

tation of the MP7QL using the XML Schema syntax is in 646

progress on top of an XML native database that is accessed 647

by XQuery. 648

1 The XML Schema and the OWL syntax of the MP7QL are available
at http://www.music.tuc.gr/delos/resources/MP7QL_XS.zip and http://
www.music.tuc.gr/delos/resources/MP7QL_OWL.zip, respectively.
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Table 4 The MP7QL Query Specification Elements

MP7QL query specification element name
and acronym

MP7QL query specification element descrip-
tion

Corresponding MPEG-7 element name

MediaIdentification (MI) Conditions on the identification of the query
results.

MediaIdentification (MPEG-7 Descrip-
tion Element)

MediaProfile (MP) Conditions on the media features (i.e. media for-
mat, quality etc.) of the query results.

MediaProfile (MPEG-7 Description Ele-
ment)

MediaLocator (ML) Conditions on the actual media comprising the
query results.

MediaLocator (MPEG-7 Description Ele-
ment)

StructuralUnit (SU) Conditions on the structure of the requested
items.

StructuralUnit (MPEG-7 Description
Element)

CreationPreferences (CrP) Conditions on the creation details of the
requested items (i.e. title, creators, related mate-
rial etc.).

CreationPreferences (MPEG-7 FASP
Element)

ClassificationPreferences (ClP) Conditions on the classification of the requested
items (i.e. language, genre, etc.).

ClassificationPreferences (MPEG-7
FASP Element)

SourcePreferences (SoP) Conditions on the disseminator of the requested
items (i.e. dissemination source, format etc.).

SourcePreferences (MPEG-7 FASP Ele-
ment)

Semantic (SeP) Conditions on the semantics of the content of
the requested items. These conditions are very
important in event-based environments (like
sports). They are also used in queries about reus-
able semantic entities and domain ontologies.

Semantic (MPEG-7 Description Ele-
ment)

PreferenceCondition (PC) Conditions that should hold, in terms of place
and time, for the query specification to be taken
into account.

PreferenceCondition (MPEG-7 FASP
Element)

UsageInformation (UI) Conditions on the usage of the requested items
(i.e. rights, availability etc.).

UsageInformation (MPEG-7 Description
Element)

MatchingHint (MH) Conditions on the matching of low-level
descriptor features with the media element fea-
tures.

MatchingHint (MPEG-7 Description Ele-
ment)

PointOfView (PoV) Conditions on the importance of the multimedia
content from specific points of view.

PointOfView (MPEG-7 Description Ele-
ment)

RelatedMaterial (RM) Conditions on the related material of the
requested items.

RelatedMaterial (MPEG-7 Description
Element)

Relation (R) Conditions on the relationships of the requested
items with other media or metadata items.

Relation (MPEG-7 Description Element)

TextAnnotation (TA) Conditions on the textual annotations of the
requested items.

TextAnnotation (MPEG-7 Description
Element)

VisualDescriptor (VD), VisualDescrip-
tionScheme (VDS)

Reference to the low-level visual features that
should be matched with the corresponding low-
level visual features of the requested media
items.

VisualDescriptor, VisualDescription-
Scheme (MPEG-7 Description Elements)

AudioDescriptor (AD), AudioDescription-
Scheme (ADS)

Reference to the low-level audio features that
should be matched with the corresponding low-
level visual features of the requested media
items.

AudioDescriptor, AudioDescription-
Scheme (MPEG-7 Description Element)

VisualTimeSeriesDescriptor (VTSD) Reference to the descriptors that represent the
temporal order of the visual features of mov-
ing regions that should be matched with the
corresponding low-level visual features of the
requested media items.

VisualTimeSeriesDescriptor (MPEG-7
Description Element)

DescriptorRef (DR),

SemanticEntityRef (SER) Reference to the existing MPEG-7 descriptions
that should guide query-by-example queries
about multimedia content descriptions (DR) and
reusable semantic entities and domain ontolo-
gies (SER).

–
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Table 5 Allowed values of the
ordering operator

Ordering operator value Description

equals Succeeds if the value of the query specification element equals to the
value of the corresponding metadata description element (default value).

greaterThan Succeeds if the value of the query specification element is greater than
the value of the corresponding metadata description element.

greaterThanOrEqual Succeeds if the value of the query specification element is greater than
or equal to the value of the corresponding metadata description element.

lessThan Succeeds if the value of the query specification element is less than the
value of the corresponding metadata description element.

lessThanOrEqual Succeeds if the value of the query specification element is less than or
equal to the value of the corresponding metadata description element.

differentFrom Succeeds if the value of the query specification element is different from
the value of the corresponding metadata description element.

Table 6 Allowed values of the
String Comparison Operator String comparison operator value Description

contains Succeeds if the value of the query specification element is contained
in the value of the corresponding metadata description element (default
value).

equals Succeeds if the value of the query specification element equals to the
value of the corresponding metadata description element.

startsWith Succeeds if the value of the query specification element equals to the
start of the value of the corresponding metadata description element.

endsWith Succeeds if the value of the query specification element equals to the
end of the value of the corresponding metadata description element.

keywords Succeeds if every word contained in the query specification element is
contained in the value of the corresponding metadata description ele-
ment.

notContains Succeeds if the value of the query specification element is not contained
in the value of the corresponding metadata description element.

An MP7QL query example is shown, in formal syntax, in649

(9) and in XML syntax in Fig. 3.650

BQS1 = (Select(Item(Mpeg7/Description/651

MultimediaContent/Image/652

CreationInformation/Creation/Title)653

Item(Mpeg7/Description/MultimediaContent/654

Image/Semantic/Label/Name)655

Item(Mpeg7/Description/MultimediaContent/656

Image/MediaLocator/MediaUri))657

From(FromItem(ImageType))658

OrderBy(Item(Mpeg7/Description/659

MultimediaContent/Image/660

CreationInformation/Creation/Title))661

From(VideoType)662

Where(BQS(CrP (Title(’soccer’’Barcelona’)663

keywords))664

SoP(MediaFormat(FileFormat(jpg))))) (9)665

This is a query with explicit preference values, which asks 666

for the descriptions of the JPEG images that contain in their 667

title the keywords “soccer” and “Barcelona”. The results will 668

contain the titles of the image descriptions, the labels of the 669

semantic parts of the descriptions and the URIs of the images. 670

The ordering of the results will be ascending, based on the 671

titles of the descriptions. 672

In the next paragraphs we provide details about the dif- 673

ferent types of MP7QL query specifications. 674

Query specifications with explicit preference 675

values. In the query specifications with explicit preference 676

values a preference value may be explicitly specified for 677

every query specification element. The query specifications 678

with explicit preference values are represented by the sub- 679

types of the WeightedQuerySpecificationType, as shown in 680

Fig. 2. 681

These are the WeightedContextQuerySpecificationType 682

type, which represents queries for which a query context 683

may be specified and the WeightedFilteringAndSearchPre- 684

ferencesType type represents MP7QL FASPs with explicit 685

preference values. 686
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Fig. 3 MP7QL query with
explicit preference values which
asks for the image descriptions
that contain in their title the
keywords “soccer” and
“Barcelona” using XML syntax

The WeightedContextQuerySpecificationType (WQS) is687

formally described in the regular expression syntax of (10).688

WQS = ((MI|MP|ML|SU|CrP|ClP|SoP|SeP|PC|UI689

|MH|PoV|RM|R|TA|DR|SER690

|VD|VDS|AD|ADS|VTSD|UH|FASP) pv)*691

(10)692

MI is a media identification element, MP is a media profile693

element, ML is a media locator element, SU is a structural694

unit element, CrP is a creation preferences element, ClP is695

a classification preferences element, SoP is a source prefer-696

ences element, SeP is a semantic preferences element, PC is a697

preference condition element, UI is a usage information ele-698

ment, MH is a matching hint element, PoV is a point of view699

element, RM is a related material element, R is a relation ele-700

ment, TA is a textual annotation element, DR is a multimedia701

description reference element, SER is a semantic entity refer-702

ence element, VD is a reference to a visual descriptor element,703

VDS is a reference to a visual description scheme element,704

AD is a reference to an audio descriptor element, ADS is a705

reference to an audio description scheme element, VTSD is706

a reference to a visual time series descriptor element, UH is707

a reference to a usage history element and FASP is a filtering708

and search preferences element (or a reference to a filter-709

ing and search preferences element). All the WQS elements710

may also have explicit preference values. This way, the users711

may specify the search and filtering conditions as well as the712

importance of each of the conditions.713

Semantic multimedia object retrieval, semantic multime-714

dia content filtering and semantic multimedia service per-715

sonalization are supported through the semantic elements.716

A semantic element with explicit preference values (WSeP) 717

is formally described in (11). 718

WSeP = (WSE pv)* (11) 719

WSE is a set of search and filtering conditions on seman- 720

tic entities with explicit preference values, and is formally 721

described in (12). 722

WSE = [SID] SType pv ((AName AValue pv) | 723

(EName EValue pv (EAName EAValue pv)* 724

(E pv)*) | (RType RTarget RSource 725

RStrength pv))* maxOccurs minOccurs (12) 726

A WSE may be identified by SID, which plays the role of 727

a variable name. The desired type (SType) of the semantic 728

entity may also be specified, as well as: (a) the name (AName) 729

and the desired value (AValue) respectively of the attributes 730

of the semantic entity; (b) descriptions of the desired values 731

of the semantic entity elements, including the element name 732

(EName), the element value (EValue), the list of the desired 733

element attribute values represented by attribute name (EA- 734

Name) – desired attribute value (EAValue) pairs and the list 735

of the desired values of its sub-elements (E); (c) Relation- 736

ship description information, consisting of the type (RType), 737

the target (RTarget), the source (RSource) and the strength 738

(RStrength) of the relationship. The minimum and maximum 739

number of occurrences of a semantic entity that satisfies a 740

set of conditions is specified in the values of minOccurs 741

(with default value 1) and maxOccurs (with default value 742

unbounded) respectively. 743

A query specification with explicit preference values for 744

the retrieval of images has been shown in the query of Fig. 3. 745
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Fig. 4 MP7QL query stating
“I want the semantic entities that
belong to the SoccerPlayer
class”, using XML syntax

Another example of query specification with explicit prefer-746

ence values is shown in the query expressed, in formal syntax,747

in (13) and in XML syntax in Fig. 4.748

BQS1 = (From(Ontology) Where(BQS(SeP749

(AgentObjectType (exemplifies,750

SoccerPlayer) 100)))) (13)751

This is a query on a soccer ontology that asks for the semantic752

entities that belong to the “SoccerPlayer” class (which is an753

abstract semantic entity that represents the class of the soccer754

players).755

Query specifications with explicit boolean operators. In756

the query specifications with explicit boolean operators, the757

AND/OR/XOR operators and the NOT operator that should758

be applied in the element contents may be explicitly speci-759

fied for each query specification element. The default value760

of the AND/OR/XOR operator is “OR” and the default value761

of the NOT operator is “false” (meaning that the users by762

default would like the media elements that satisfy the spe-763

cific conditions to be returned to them). The query specifica-764

tions with explicit boolean operators are represented by the765

subtypes of the BooleanQuerySpecificationType, as shown766

in Fig. 2. These are the BooleanContextQuerySpecification-767

Type type represents queries for which a query context may768

be specified and the BooleanFilteringAndSearchPreferenc-769

esType type represents user FASPs with explicit boolean770

operators.771

The BooleanContextQuerySpecificationType and the772

BooleanFilteringAndSearchPreferencesType query specifi-773

cations (BQS) are formally described using the regular774

expression syntax of (14). All the BQS elements may have775

explicit boolean operators.776

BQS = (MI|MP|ML|SU|CrP|ClP|SoP|SeP|PC|UI|MH |777

PoV|RM|R|TA|DR|SER|VD|VDS|AD|ADS|778

VTSD| UH|FASP) [NOT] (AND|OR|XOR)779

(MI|MP|ML|SU|CrP|ClP|SoP|SeP|PC|UI|MH |780

PoV|RM|R|TA|DR|SER|VD |781

VDS|AD|ADS|VTSD|UH|FASP)[NOT])* (14)782

783A semantic preference element with explicit boolean opera- 784

tors (BSeP) is formally described in (15). 785

BSeP = [NOT] BSE ((AND | OR | XOR) [NOT] BSE)* 786

(15) 787

BSE is a set of search and filtering conditions on seman- 788

tic entities with explicit boolean operators, and is formally 789

described in (16). 790

BSE = [SID] SType ((AND | OR | XOR)[NOT] 791

(AName AValue) | (EName EValue 792

(EAName EAValue)* (E)*) | 793

(RType RTarget RSource RStrength))* 794

maxOccurs minOccurs (16) 795

An MP7QL query specification with explicit boolean oper- 796

ators is provided in the MP7QL query that states “I want 797

the multimedia objects where a goal is scored by Marques”, 798

which is shown, expressed in formal syntax, in (17). 799

BQS1 = (Where(BQS(SeP(EventType AND 800

(exemplifies, Goal) AND (agent, 801

$ mar)) AND (($ mar, AgentObjectType) AND 802

(exemplifies, PlayerObject, $ mar) AND 803

(Agent(Name(FamilyName ’Marques’))))))) 804

(17) 805

We assume in this example that the abstract semantic enti- 806

ties “PlayerObject” and “Goal” exist, which represent the 807

classes of all the players and all the goals respectively. We 808

also assume that the soccer player Marques is bound to the 809

“$mar” variable. The same query specification is shown in 810

the query of Fig. 5, expressed using XML syntax. 811

Another example of query specification with explicit bool- 812

ean operators is shown in the query expressed, in formal syn- 813

tax, in (18) and in XML syntax in Fig. 6. 814

BQS2 = (From(Ontology) Where(BQS(SeP 815

(AgentObjectType AND 816

(specializes, SoccerPlayer))))) (18) 817
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An MPEG-7 query language and a user preference model that allow semantic retrieval and filtering of multimedia content

Fig. 5 MP7QL query stating
“I want the multimedia objects
where a goal is scored by
Marques”, using XML syntax

Fig. 6 MP7QL query stating
“I want the abstract semantic
entities that represent the
subclasses of the SoccerPlayer
class”, using XML syntax

It is a query on a soccer ontology that asks for the abstract818

semantic entities that represent the subclasses of the “Soc-819

cerPlayer” class.820

Query specifications with explicit boolean operators821

and preference values. In the query specifications with822

explicit boolean operators and preference values the boolean823

operator and the preference value that should be applied in the824

element contents may be explicitly specified for each query825

specification element. The query specifications with explicit826

boolean operators and preference values are represented827

by the subtypes of the BooleanWeightedQuerySpecification-828

Type, as shown in Fig. 2. These are the BooleanWeighted-829

ContextQuerySpecificationType type represents queries for830

which a query context may be specified and the Boolean-831

WeightedFilteringAndSearchPreferencesType832

type represents user FASPs with explicit boolean operators833

and preference values.834

The BooleanWeightedContextQuerySpecificationType and835

the BooleanWeightedFilteringAndSearchPreferencesType836

query specifications (BWQS) are formally described using837

the regular expression syntax of (19). All the BWQS ele- 838

ments may have explicit boolean operators and preference 839

values. 840

BWQS = (MI|MP|ML|SU|CrP|ClP|SoP|SeP | 841

PC|UI|MH|PoV|RM|R|TA|DR|SER|VD | 842

VDS|AD|ADS|VTSD|UH|FASP) pv 843

((AND|OR|XOR) (MI|MP|ML|SU | 844

CrP|ClP|SoP|SeP|PC|UI|MH|PoV|RM|R | 845

TA|DR|SER|VD|VDS|AD|ADS | 846

VTSD|UH|FASP) pv)* (19) 847

A semantic preference element with explicit preference val- 848

ues and boolean operators (BWSeP) is formally described 849

in (20). 850

BWSeP = BWSE pv ((AND | OR | XOR) BWSE pv)* 851

(20) 852
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Fig. 7 MP7QL query stating “I
want the multimedia objects
where a goal is scored
(preference 100) or a penalty
kick takes place (preference
50)”, using XML syntax

BWSE is a set of search and filtering conditions on semantic853

entities with explicit preference values and boolean opera-854

tors, formally described in (21).855

BWSE = [SID] SType pv ((AND | OR | XOR)856

(AName AValue pv) | (EName EValue857

pv (EAName EAValue pv)* (E pv)*) |858

(RType RTarget RSource RStrength pv))*859

maxOccurs minOccurs (21)860

An MP7QL query specification with explicit boolean opera-861

tors and preference values, is provided in the MP7QL query862

that states “I want the multimedia objects where a goal is863

scored (preference 100) or a penalty kick takes place (pref-864

erence 50)”, which is shown, expressed in formal syntax, in865

(22).866

BWQS1 = (Where(BQS(SeP(EventType AND867

(exemplifies, Goal) 100) OR868

(EventType AND (exemplifies,869

PenaltyKick) 50)))) (22)870

We assume in this example that the abstract semantic entity871

“PenaltyKick” exists, which represents the class of all the872

penalty kicks. The same query, expressed using XML syn-873

tax, is shown in Fig. 7.874

5 The output format of the MP7QL query language875

In this section, we describe the output format of the MP7QL876

query language. The MP7QL query output format structures877

the query results in MPEG-7 descriptions. This allows the878

results of the MP7QL queries to be stored as new MPEG-879

7 descriptions, and to be recursively reused by the MP7QL880

query language. In addition, this feature satisfies an impor-881

tant query language design principle: it guarantees the closure882

property [5] of the MP7QL language.883

If the user wishes to view the query results structured in 884

another way, he should specify the display format and the 885

XSL stylesheet that should perform the transformation in his 886

display device in the Select element of the MP7QL queries. 887

The MP7QL query output format organizes the query 888

results in MPEG-7 descriptions where the query result sets 889

are represented by MPEG-7 collections. 890

The collection that represents an MP7QL result set has 891

a CreationInformation element, which contains information 892

about the creation of the collection. If the query execution 893

terminates normally, the collection title is “Query Results” 894

and the abstract of the collection is “Automatically created 895

mixed collection, that contains MP7QL query results”. If an 896

exception occurs during the execution of the query, no result 897

items are returned, the collection title is “Exception” and the 898

abstract of the collection contains the message returned by 899

the query engine and describes the exception. 900

The result items returned by the MP7QL queries that ter- 901

minate normally form an MPEG-7 Mixed Collection, ordered 902

according to the ordering criteria provided by the user in the 903

OrderBy element. If the user has specified a grouping cri- 904

terion in the GroupBy element of the MP7QL query, every 905

group of result items is represented by a mixed collection ele- 906

ment that contains the group items ordered according to the 907

ordering criteria. If no results are returned, an empty MPEG- 908

7 collection is returned. Every result item is represented in 909

the collection that represents the query results by a Mixed- 910

Collection element comprised of: 911

• A set of Concept elements that represent the ranking, 912

the relevance and any other information provided by the 913

query engine about the current result item. 914

• A URI reference to the MPEG-7 description of the cur- 915

rent result item, which is represented by a ContentRef 916

element if the query is about multimedia content descrip- 917

tions and by a ConceptRef element if the query is about 918

reusable semantic entities or ontologies expressed in 919

MPEG-7 syntax. This element is present for all the query 920

result items, independently of the user’s selections. 921
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An MPEG-7 query language and a user preference model that allow semantic retrieval and filtering of multimedia content

Fig. 8 The results of the query
of Fig. 3

• The element that represents the elements of the MPEG-7922

description of the current result item that were returned923

according to the user selections in the Select part of the924

query. This element is a Content element if the query925

is about multimedia content descriptions and a Concept926

element if the query is about reusable semantic entities or927

ontologies expressed in MPEG-7 syntax. This element is928

present only if the user has specified, in the Select part of929

the query, some elements and/or attributes of the results930

to be returned to him.931

As an example, let the result set of the query of Fig. 3 to be932

a set of two images, showing the soccer team Barcelona in933

2005 and in 2006. The query engine returns the rank of the 934

result items. This result set should be structured, according 935

to the MP7QL query output format, as shown in Fig. 8. 936

Consider now that an “Invalid query” exception occurs. 937

In this case, the query output will be the MPEG-7 collection 938

shown in Fig. 9. 939

6 The MP7QL Filtering and Search Preference Model 940

We present in this section the MP7QL Filtering and Search 941

Preference (FASP) model. As already mentioned, the MP7QL 942

FASPs essentially are MP7QL query specifications. Thus, a 943
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Fig. 9 MP7QL Output when
the “Invalid query” Exception
occurs

FASP may have all the elements of a query specification as944

well as FilteringAndSearchPreferences elements that allow945

forming FASP hierarchies.946

According to the presentation of Sect. 4, the MP7QL947

FASPs are distinguished into FASPs with explicit preference948

values, which are represented by the WeightedFilteringAnd-949

SearchPreferencesType (WFASP) (expressed according to the950

formal syntax of (23)), FASPs with explicit boolean oper-951

ators, which are represented by the BooleanFilteringAnd-952

SearchPreferencesType (expressed according to the formal953

syntax of (24)) and FASPs with explicit boolean operators954

and explicit preference values, which are represented by the955

BooleanWeightedFilteringAndSearchPreferencesType956

(expressed according to the formal syntax of (25)). These957

types extend the abstract query specification types (Weight-958

edQuerySpecificationType, BooleanQuerySpecificationType959

and BooleanWeightedQuerySpecificationType respectively)960

as shown in Fig. 2. Notice that the NOT operator and the961

negative preference values allow the users to express their962

negative preferences (dislikes) in the FASPs.963

WFASP = ((MI|MP|ML|SU|CrP|ClP|SoP|SeP|PC |964

UI|MH|PoV|RM|R|TA|DR|SER|VD|965

VDS|AD|ADS|VTSD|FASP) pv)∗ (23)966

BQS = (MI|MP|ML|SU|CrP|ClP|SoP|SeP|PC|UI |967

MH|PoV|RM|R|TA|DR|SER|VD|VDS|AD|968

ADS|VTSD|FASP) [NOT] (AND|OR|XOR)969

(MI|MP|ML|SU|CrP|ClP|SoP|SeP|PC|UI|970

MH|PoV|RM|R|TA|DR|SER|VD|971

VDS|AD|ADS|VTSD|FASP)[NOT])∗ (24)972

BWQS = (MI|MP|ML|SU|CrP|ClP|SoP|973

SeP|PC|UI|MH|PoV|RM|R|TA|974

DR|SER|VD|VDS|AD|ADS|VTSD975

|FASP) pv ((AND|OR|XOR) (MI|976

MP|ML|SU|CrP|ClP|R|SoP|SeP|977

PC|UI|MH|PoV| RM|TA|DR|SER|978

VD|VDS|AD|ADS|VTSD|FASP) pv)∗ (25)979

980The MP7QL FASP model enhances the FASP model we pro- 981

posed in [26] for the extension of the MPEG-7 FASPs with 982

semantic user preferences. The model of [26] has extended 983

the MPEG-7 FASPs with semantic user preferences only, 984

while the MP7QL FASP model allows one to express pref- 985

erences for every aspect of the MPEG-7 multimedia object 986

descriptions. In addition, the usage of boolean operators is 987

more flexible in the MP7QL FASP model. The discussion 988

shows that the FASP model we proposed in [26] is a special 989

case of the MP7QL FASP model. 990

The MPEG-7 FASPs are also a special case of the MP7QL 991

FASP model. In particular, an MPEG-7 FASP is also an 992

MP7QL FASP of type WeightedFilteringAndSearchPrefer- 993

encesType, which has only the CreationPreferences, Clas- 994

sificationPreferences, SourcePreferences, PreferenceCondi- 995

tion and FilteringAndSearchPreferences elements. 996

Figure 10 illustrates graphically that all the elements of 997

the MPEG-7 FASP Model and the FASP model proposed in 998

[26] also exist in the MP7QL FASP model. 999

An MP7QL FASP with explicit preference values, which 1000

states “I want the multimedia objects where a goal is scored 1001

(preference 100) and their title contains the keyword ‘soc- 1002

cer’ (preference 90)”, is shown, expressed in formal syntax, 1003

in (26). 1004

FASP1 = (Where((EventType (exemplifies, Goal)) 1005

100(Title ‘soccer’) 90)) (26) 1006

The same FASP, expressed using XML syntax, is shown in 1007

Fig. 11. 1008

The user filtering and search preferences can be either 1009

included in the user queries or referenced in them. MP7QL 1010

allows including references to the user filtering and search 1011

preferences and the usage history, which can be used as query 1012

context in the MP7QL queries. As an example, in the query 1013

of Fig. 12 the user’s filtering and search preferences (with 1014

preference value 100) and the usage history (with preference 1015

value 50) are used in an MP7QL query, which will return to 1016

the user the recommended material. 1017
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An MPEG-7 query language and a user preference model that allow semantic retrieval and filtering of multimedia content

Fig. 10 The elements of the
MPEG-7 FASP Model, the
FASP model proposed in [26]
and the MP7QL FASP model

Fig. 11 MP7QL FASP stating
“I want the multimedia objects
where a goal is scored
(preference 100) and their title
contains the keyword ‘soccer’
(preference 90)”, using XML
syntax

Fig. 12 MP7QL query that
uses the User’s FASP and Usage
History
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Fig. 13 The pure MPEG-7
working environment

Fig. 14 The semantic MPEG-7
working environment

7 Usage scenarios and effectiveness evaluation1018

We present in this section how the MP7QL query language1019

and its compliant FASP model may provide semantic1020

retrieval, filtering and personalization in different working1021

environments. We also present the results a real world eval-1022

uation study of the effectiveness of the MP7QL, in terms of1023

expressive power.1024

In particular, we present the MP7QL usage scenarios in1025

Sect. 7.1 and the MP7QL evaluation in Sect. 7.2.1026

7.1 MP7QL usage scenarios 1027

In this subsection, we describe how the MP7QL and its com- 1028

pliant FASP model can be used in different working environ- 1029

ments in order to provide uniform and transparent multimedia 1030

content retrieval and filtering as well as multimedia content 1031

service personalization. 1032

The working environments we will study are the Pure 1033

MPEG-7 Working Environment shown in Fig. 13 and the 1034

Semantic MPEG-7 Working Environment shown in Fig. 14. 1035
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In the pure MPEG-7 working environment, an MPEG-71036

metadata repository developed on top of a native XML data-1037

base stores MPEG-7 descriptions expressed in XML syntax.1038

These descriptions include MPEG-7 multimedia content1039

descriptions, user preference descriptions and domain1040

ontologies expressed using MPEG-7 constructs. The domain1041

ontologies and the reusable semantic entities contained in the1042

multimedia content descriptions may be utilized during1043

the query definition and the user preference specification.1044

The end-users access the repository in order to use person-1045

alized multimedia content services, to search for multimedia1046

content that interests them and in order to filter the multi-1047

media content they are going to consume. In such an envi-1048

ronment, the XML Schema based syntax of the MP7QL can1049

be used in order to express the user queries and the MP7QL1050

FASP model (expressed in XML Schema) can be used for1051

the expression of the users’ filtering and search preferences1052

for multimedia content filtering and service personalization.1053

The query engine performing the MP7QL query evaluation1054

and the MP7QL user preference matching can be built on top1055

of the XQuery language that allows accessing the repository.1056

This way, the users will be offered a uniform and transparent1057

system for accessing the MPEG-7 descriptions. The imple-1058

mentation of a query engine for the XML Schema based1059

syntax of the MP7QL on top of a native XML database is in1060

progress in the context of the DS-MIRF framework and is1061

being used by an ontology-based natural language interface1062

generator [17] that allows locating multimedia information1063

of interest using natural language queries.1064

In the semantic MPEG-7 working environment, an MPEG-1065

7 metadata repository developed on top of an OWL/RDF1066

repository stores MPEG-7 descriptions expressed in OWL/1067

RDF syntax, essentially being individuals of the classes of an1068

OWL ontology that captures the semantics of the MPEG-71069

[28]. These descriptions include MPEG-7 multimedia con-1070

tent descriptions, user preference descriptions and domain1071

ontologies. The end-users are provided with the same func-1072

tionality offered by the pure MPEG-7 working environment.1073

In such an environment, the OWL/RDF syntax of the MP7QL1074

can be used in order to express the user queries and the1075

MP7QL FASP model (also expressed in OWL/RDF syntax)1076

can be used for the expression of the users’ filtering and1077

search preferences for multimedia content filtering and ser-1078

vice personalization. The query engine that will perform the1079

MP7QL query evaluation and the MP7QL user preference1080

matching can be built on top of the SPARQL language [21]1081

that allows accessing the repository.1082

7.2 Application effectiveness evaluation1083

We present in this subsection the evaluation of the MP7QL1084

in terms of expressive power. During the evaluation, we first1085

checked the MP7QL against the general-purpose ISO MPEG-1086

7 Query Format Requirements [15], which range from the 1087

support of “Query by Example” to the support of spatio- 1088

temporal queries. We found that the MP7QL covers these 1089

requirements. The ISO MPEG-7 Query Format Require- 1090

ments are listed in Table 7, which also describes in brief how 1091

they are met by the MP7QL and indicates if they are met by 1092

the MPEG-7 FASPs. In addition to the functionality that the 1093

ISO MPEG-7 Query Format requires, the MP7QL provides 1094

functionality for supporting semantic queries using domain 1095

ontologies, and it has also the important in our opinion char- 1096

acteristic that the output format of MP7QL is MPEG-7, thus 1097

providing closure in the language [5]. 1098

We then evaluated the MP7QL against a real world appli- 1099

cation environment. We describe next the evaluation study 1100

that we performed, in order to allow the reader to understand 1101

more clearly the motivation and the applications of both the 1102

MP7QL query language and its compliant FASP model. 1103

We have chosen to look in depth and to test extensively 1104

the benefits and the expressive power of the language in a 1105

domain-specific complete application. We selected the soccer 1106

domain, for which we have developed in the past, in the con- 1107

text of the DS-MIRF framework [28], a very detailed soccer 1108

ontology which has also been expressed using the MPEG-7 1109

syntax. Next we specified a set of representative query types 1110

(not concrete queries). In order to do that, we used the fol- 1111

lowing procedure: first, we visited the website of a popular 1112

betting company2 and studied the complete set of bets avail- 1113

able for the soccer games. Presumably the bets in such a site 1114

express also the summary interests of a very wide class of 1115

users which are soccer funs. Then, we transformed the statis- 1116

tics-oriented bet expressions used in the website of the bet- 1117

ting company to content-oriented queries. For example, the 1118

bet expression How many goals have been scored by Team 1119

X? has been transformed to the query Give me the multimedia 1120

objects showing the goals scored by Team X, the bet expres- 1121

sion How many red cards will be given in Game Y? has been 1122

transformed to the query Give me the multimedia objects 1123

showing the red cards given in Game Y, the bet expression 1124

How many yellow cards will Player Z receive in Tournament 1125

W? has been transformed to the query Give me the multimedia 1126

objects showing the yellow cards of Player Z in Tournament 1127

W etc. This way, we collected more than 100 query types for 1128

soccer games.3 1129

All these query types were found to be capable to be 1130

expressed using the MP7QL and the conditions stated in 1131

them can also be incorporated in MP7QL FASPs without 1132

any changes or additions in the soccer ontology that we had 1133

described in [28] or changes in the MP7QL language. That 1134

means that the queries in MP7QL were capable to express 1135

2 The betting company is BetandWin, http://www.betandwin.com.
3 The query types are available at: http://www.music.tuc.gr/delos/
resources/SoccerQueryTypes.zip.
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Table 7 The ISO MPEG-7 Query Format Requirements and their coverage by the MP7QL

ISO MPEG-7 query format
requirement

MP7QL support MPEG-7 FASP support

Integration with MPEG-7 The MP7QL input query format is well integrated with the MPEG-7 MDS,
Visual and Audio parts, as it allows querying every aspect of an MPEG-7
description that is based on these parts.
The MP7QL query output format is well integrated with the MPEG-7 MDS,
Visual and Audio parts, as it is structured as a standard MPEG-7 mixed collec-
tion.

Yes

XML Technology The MP7QL can be expressed both in XML Schema and OWL syntax, which
are both XML-based. This way, the MP7QL queries are XML documents.

Yes

Language and Character Set Inde-
pendence

The MP7QL query results are structured as standard MPEG-7 mixed collec-
tions. This way, the mechanisms provided by the MPEG-7 for language and
character set independence are also used in the MP7QL query results. The
same mechanisms have also been adopted in the MP7QL input query format,
so that the textual parts of the queries can be expressed using any language and
character set.

Yes

“Query-by-Textual Description” The MP7QL allows queries that contain conditions on all the textual elements
and attributes of the MPEG-7 descriptions. The string comparison operator
provided by the MP7QL allows the users to specify how the textual values of
the queries should be compared with the corresponding values of the MPEG-7
descriptions.

No

Free Text Queries The Keyword element of the CreationPreferences allows specifying the key-
words and/or keyword phrases they want to search for.

Yes

“Query By Example” The MediaURI element of the media locator of the Where element of the
MP7QL queries allows specifying the URI of the multimedia object that will
be used as an example.

No

“Query By Segment Example” The DescriptionRef element of the Where element of the MP7QL queries allows
giving MPEG-7 segment descriptions as query examples.

No

“Query By Mixed Example” Capability of defining multiple instances of the MediaURI element of the media
locator in the Where element of the MP7QL queries.

No

“Query By ID” The EntityIdentifier element of the media identification of the Where element
of the MP7QL queries allows specifying the unique identifier of the multimedia
object.

No

“Query by MPEG-7 Description” The DescriptionRef element of the Where element of the MP7QL queries allows
referencing the MPEG-7 descriptions that should be used as query examples.

No

Queries based on User Prefer-
ences and/or Usage History

The MP7QL allows including the user FASPs in the MP7QL queries. In addi-
tion, it allows including references to the user filtering and search preferences
and the usage history, which can be used as query context.

Partial (Queries based
on FASP only)

Combination of Query Conditions The MP7QL provides several query elements that can be used in the same query
and allow the specification of conditions on different aspects of the multimedia
descriptions. In addition, the availability of boolean operators and preference
values allows the combination of the different conditions according to the user’s
intentions. The string and number comparison operators further enhance the
accuracy of the conditions specified in the MP7QL queries.

Partial (only on the
MPEG-7 elements
included in the MPEG-
7 FASPs)

Empty Queries The MP7QL supports empty queries, as all the MP7QL query elements are
optional.

Yes

Use of Personal Information dur-
ing Query Execution

The user information is made available in the MP7QL queries only if the user
includes or references it in the queries. This way, the user explicitly states if he
wishes his personal information to be used during query execution. In addition,
the users may state in the PreferenceConditions element of their FASPs under
which condition the FASP should be taken into account. This way, the condi-
tions (in terms of location and time) are always checked before the filtering and
search preferences of the users are utilized during the query execution.

Yes

Spatiotemporal Queries Support of querying on the spatial and the temporal relationships provided by
the MPEG-7.

No

Specification of the Information
contained in the Result Set

The Select element of the MP7QL queries allows specifying which part(s) of
the MPEG-7 descriptions should be present in the query results.

No

Specification of the Media For-
mats/Types of the Result Set

The From element of the MP7QL queries allows specifying the media type of
the multimedia objects they are looking for.
The MediaFormat element of the source preferences of the Where element
of the MP7QL queries allows specifying the media format of the multimedia
objects they are looking for.

No
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Table 7 Contined

ISO MPEG-7 query format
requirement

MP7QL support MPEG-7 FASP support

Sorting and Grouping Parameters
for the Result Set

The OrderBy element of the MP7QL queries allows specifying the criteria
for ordering the query results. The GroupBy element of the MP7QL queries
allows specifying the criterion for grouping the query results.

No

Specification of the Display For-
mat of the Result Set

The MP7QL allows the users to specify the result set structure by providing:
(a) A display format structure in the format attribute of the Select element of
the MP7QL queries; and (b) The rules for transforming the MP7QL output
format in the display format, in the transformationRules attribute of the Select

element of the MP7QL queries.

No

Limiting the Size of the Result Set The maxItems attribute of the Select element of the MP7QL queries allows
specifying the maximum number of the query result items they wish to
receive.

No

Paging the Result Set The Select element of the MP7QL queries allows specifying which of the
result pages should be returned first to them.

No

Default Format of the Result Set The default format has the form of a standard MPEG-7 mixed collection that
contains references to the MPEG-7 descriptions of the query results.

No

Specification of the Exceptions If an exception occurs, the result returned is an empty MPEG-7 collection,
which has “Exception” as title and the description of the exception as abstract.

No

Server/Service Provider Selection The Disseminator element of the source preferences of the Where element
of the MP7QL queries allows specifying which should be the server/service
provider to which the query should be sent.

Yes

Relevance Feedback Support The capability to define MP7QL queries that use existing MPEG-7 descrip-
tions as examples allows providing relevance feedback support. Thus, the
users may select the query results they prefer and form a new query with
these descriptions. They may also assign preference values to the descrip-
tions, in order to distinguish the result items that satisfy them more.

No

Support for Searching within a
Result Set

A query result set formed according to the MP7QL query output format is
an MPEG-7 description and can be stored and recursively queried.

No

Provision of Time Limit to the
Query Response

The timeLimit attribute of the Select element of the MP7QL queries allows
specifying the time limit for receiving the query results.

No

exactly the semantic meaning of the natural language que-1136

ries of the bets, and as result there were no false drops in1137

any of the queries. There were no queries in the set of the1138

100 query types (bet expressions) that gave us a particular1139

difficulty in expressing them. The amount of difficulty was1140

not drastically different among the query types. In particu-1141

lar, these query types can be expressed as query templates1142

that use semantic entities to describe the desired content. In1143

event-based environments like the soccer (and the sports in1144

general) the query conditions expressed by users are about1145

the events, including the agents participating in them, the1146

time they occur, etc. For example, the query type Give me1147

the multimedia objects showing the goals scored by Team1148

X against Team Y is expressed in formal MP7QL syntax as1149

shown in (27) and in XML syntax as shown in Fig. 15.1150

BQS3 = (Where(BQS(SeP(EventType AND1151

(exemplifies, Goal) AND (agent,1152

$ x) AND (patient, $ y))1153

AND (($ x, AgentObjectType) AND1154

(exemplifies, SoccerTeam, $ x) AND1155

(Agent(Name ‘X’)) AND1156

(($ y, AgentObjectType) 1157

AND (exemplifies, SoccerTeam, $ y) 1158

AND (Agent(Name ‘Y’))))) (27) 1159

We assume in this example that the abstract semantic entities 1160

“SoccerTeam” and “Goal” exist, which represent the classes 1161

of all the soccer teams and all the goals, respectively. We also 1162

assume that the soccer teams X and Y are bound to the “$x” 1163

and “$y” variables, respectively. 1164

Some of the collected query types may be well expressed 1165

using the keyword-based approach of the MPEG-7 FASPs. 1166

For example, the query type Give me the multimedia objects 1167

showing the goals scored between Team X and Team Y should 1168

be expressed in an MPEG-7 FASP using the keywords “X”, 1169

“Y” and “goal” as shown in Fig. 16 and would return all the 1170

goals between the two teams. The MPEG-7 FASPs are lim- 1171

iting when a directed relationship exists between the partic- 1172

ipants of the event. As an example, consider the query type 1173

Give me the multimedia objects showing the goals scored 1174

by Team X against Team Y. This would be expressed using 1175

again the keywords “X”, “Y” and “goal” as shown in Fig. 16 1176

and would return both the goals scored by team X against 1177

team Y and the goals scored by team Y against team X, thus 1178
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Fig. 15 MP7QL query stating
“I want the multimedia objects
where a goal is scored by Team
X against Team Y”, using XML
syntax

Fig. 16 MPEG-7 FASP stating
“I want the multimedia objects
where”

resulting in false drops. Other examples of query types that1179

cannot be expressed using the MPEG-7 FASPs are Give me1180

the multimedia objects showing the red cards of the play-1181

ers of Team X in the game Team X–Team Y, Give me the1182

multimedia objects showing the goals scored by Team Y from1183

a penalty kick against Team X etc. All these query types can1184

be expressed in MP7QL.1185

We plan to perform in the future additional extensive eval-1186

uation of the effectiveness of the MP7QL in other application1187

domains, including news and cultural heritage.1188

8 Conclusions—future work1189

We have presented in this paper the MPEG-7 Query Lan-1190

guage (MP7QL), a powerful query language that we have1191

developed for querying MPEG-7 descriptions The MP7QL 1192

has the MPEG-7 as data model and allows for querying 1193

every aspect of an MPEG-7 multimedia content description, 1194

including semantics, low-level visual features and media- 1195

related aspects. It also allows for the exploitation of domain 1196

knowledge encoded using pure MPEG-7 constructs. In addi- 1197

tion, it allows the explicit specification of boolean operators 1198

and/or preference values. The MP7QL query results are rep- 1199

resented as MPEG-7 documents, guaranteeing the closure of 1200

the results within the MPEG-7 space. 1201

The MP7QL queries may utilize the user Filtering and 1202

Search Preferences (FASP) and Usage History as context, 1203

thus allowing for personalized multimedia content retrieval. 1204

The MP7QL FASP model has the model of the standard 1205

MPEG-7 FASPs as a special case 1206
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Both the MP7QL and its compatible FASP model allow1207

for the exploitation of domain knowledge encoded using1208

pure MPEG-7 constructs. In addition, they allow the explicit1209

specification of boolean operators and/or preference values1210

in order to allow the combination of the query conditions1211

according to the user intentions and the expression of the1212

importance of the individual conditions for the users.1213

The MP7QL has been expressed using both XML Schema1214

and OWL syntax. An implementation of the MP7QL, on top1215

of an XML Native Database is currently in progress.1216

Our future research in this area includes the specification1217

of the MP7QL query server capabilities description, using a1218

profiling mechanism similar to the one that is available for1219

MPEG-7 [16]. In addition, the XML syntax of the MP7QL1220

will be provided in the binary format of XML (BiM) [14]1221

in order to support bandwidth-efficiency, in the same way1222

that the MPEG-7 descriptors and description schemes are1223

expressed in BiM. Further experimentation will take place for1224

the evaluation of the MP7QL and the MP7QL FASP model.1225
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